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WebType

UnsoundSoundness - Positively
prepared?

UnsoundSoundness - Justified?

NASoundness - Consistent
with national policy?

NASoundness - Effective?

NACompliance - Legally
compliant?

NACompliance - In
accordance with the
Duty to Cooperate?

We have a beautiful landscape where we can take walks and look at natural
wildlife, this has come to light when dealing with mental health how good

Redacted reasons -
Please give us details

the outdoors are for people. We also have stretched public nhs services thatof why you consider the
are under pressure and nothing is being accommodated in the area! Schoolsconsultation point not
are full Gps you cannot reg as they are full! We have limited road capacityto be legally compliant,
with a one way around system that at peak times is a nightmare! Trying tois unsound or fails to
access the east lancs is a nightmare, I REDACTED TEXT see my drivecomply with the duty to
being used as a high powered racing track with people using it as a cutco-operate. Please be

as precise as possible. through to get caught at park field trying to get through! Lets keep some of
out beautiful countryside! When friends visit and we go for a walk they cannot
believe what we have on our doorstep! You want all these houses built at
the cost of overstreching the services of what we already have. I am totally
disgusted that the heratige local farms, old halls beautiful landscapes are
being built on for what! ! MONEY! It's a disgrace I am totally disgusted with
what is happening here! We are losing so much for the future generation!
We are just wrecking the area without any thought! Think about actions
PLEASE

Do not build on the site! PLEASERedacted modification
- Please set out the
modification(s) you
consider necessary to
make this section of the
plan legally compliant
and sound, in respect
of any legal compliance
or soundness matters
you have identified
above.
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